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ABSTRACT

Under conditions typical for fieia ion microscopy, true surface

states can exist. Their shift towards higher energies can be quite

significant and, moreover, additional surface levels at still higher

energies can appear- The latter can play an important role In the

process of tunneling of image gas electrons into surface states.
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I. IHTSODUCTIOH

A possible role of surfaoe states In field emission fron seniconductors

D.2) 3)
has been discussed by Straton and., more recently, by Xodinos

Vhen a strong electric field, appropriate to field emission, Is applied

to a metal or semiconductor surface, the electron cannot be truly localised

since It can leave the crystal by tunneling. Modinos, therefore, introduced

the concept of the virtual surface states that result fron true surfaoe

states when an external electric field is applied to the surfaoe,

Reeentlj there appeared a paper on field ion microscopy of germanium

and e striking correlation between the regional brightness of the

field ion and field emission microscopic patterns was reported. A qualltatiYe

explanation- of this observation was suggested on the basis of a model in

which electrons of the image gas atoms can tunnel into surface states.

SLnoe there are no available calculations on this problem, it seems

worthwhile to examine more closely what happens to a surface state when

a strong electric field, appropriate to field ionization, is applied.

The situation is now quite different from that in a field emission, as the

opposite direction of an electric field ( the specimen tip is kept at a

positive potential ) makes again possible the existence of true surface

states.

Our aim in this report is to study the surface states in an "opposite"

external electrio field by using the simplest possible model of a crystal,

i.e. the Kronig-Penney .

II. THE MODEL

Vs s h a l l consider the following p o t e n t i a l f i e l d V(r) for a semi-

infinite orystal in an external electric field of intensity F (of, Hef.4)

for X < O ,

for X > O ,

where p i s the s t r eng th of the o -function b a r r i e r . The l i n e x - 0



represents the surface, and. T ' i t the potential outaid* the oryatal

wham mo external f i t ld i» applied.

V* shall a oil* the problaa with the help of the direct Matching

prooedure. Thus, the f i r s t step In our oonsidsrationa la to find the n v t

functions In both regional Inside the oxjratal and in vacuna. Inside the

crystal tha Ereoig-Paimay n n function la taken, which for -« <Ci <C 0

o n be writtan aa

- rJ (2)

with X given "by

J L - I - e (3)

nb*r« k 1B the n n nuaber and lc4 = ^Zin, E / t v t E te ins an energy

of «l«otrona and a the lattioe constant. '•

for tha Taouun region ( i > 0 ) the SchrBdtnger equation is of the

fora

Instead of the co-ordiuata x , ira introduce the dimensiunless yariable

(5)

Equation (4). then takae the fora

The general solution of equation (£) is

% AC C? )

l i ( i ) and Bi(s) are Airy functions.

The wave function oust obviouBly satisfy the conditions of finiteneaa,

and the only solution of equation (6) which is finite for all positive z

(and, thus for all positive z ) is Ai(z).

in the vacuum region us talcs

6)
Thus, for the wave funotion

(6)

At this point ire have arrived at tha main difference between the field

emission and f ie ld ion miorosoopy. For the case of f ie ld emission the

potential £lb) i s of the totm T(x) • TQ - ePx and, there fore, (5) beeomea

K a ( - e F x + V 0 -E")(i«i./€*p»-ftO Vi . Consequently , whan x-» 90 ,s-^-«> .

However, for negative values of arguments both Aiiy functions Ai(z) and

Bl(e) aivays remain finite,and so the solution in the vacuua region must

hava the fora of (7) . But then tha requirement that the vave function

be continuous at 1 - 0 leads to two equations with three unknowns! oCt p^

and $_ . In "physical language" this means that, under such conditions,

the electron cannot be truly localised at the surfaoe.

For the case of a f ie ld ion microscopy, however, the matching conditional

(9)

(10)

beoooe two linear equations for two unknowns and have solutions for only

that electron energy S which makes the determinant of the aystea vanish.

The vave funotion describing these electron levels are monotonically damped

in the direction of the vacuum and,therefore, electrons can be truly localized

near the surfaoe.

I H . EJERCI EXFPZESIGII

The matching conditions (9) for the wave functions (2) and (8) yield

-i.-

»•**



(11)

and

(12)

The dependenoe of the wave number k on the energy is given by the

Kronig-Penney relation whioh, if 1c i> ooaplex and has the form

(U)

n . 0 ,1,2, . . , ,

be cooes

Subtracting (ll) from (14) gives

which for /i > 0 is satisfied only when

(14)

(15)

(16)

Thus, the inequality (16) represents the so-called existence condition for

surface states.

Eliminating yit from (14) sad (15) leads to the following expression

for the energy of surface states in the presence of an external electric

field

(17)

IT. ' HUMERICAL RESULTS

The Bioplast way to investigate the oonsequenoe of applying an electric

field is to solve equation (17) , for given values of parameters, and to

oompare the obtained values for the surfaoe state energy with those

following from the Tamm equation (i.e. the energy equation when there is

no applied field).

The obtained numerical results, for the following values of parameter*;

a « 3 A , p » 5 , F " l v/l A * are shewn in Fig. 1 , where the surfaoe

state energy with (solid line) and without (dotted line) applied field

is plotted versus Vo . We note from the figure that the eleotrio field

pushes the surfaoe state energy levels up, and this shift is very sensitive

to the value of 7Q . For example, for TQ • 1.5 eV an applied field -

pushes the surfaoe state from 1.23 eV up to 1. 5 sT , i.e. by an amount

of 0.27 eV , while for TQ - 4.0 eV only from 1.83 eT to 1.87 eV .

A comparison of our model calculations with those performed by Kodlnos

for field emission leads to the following oonoluaiona. Under conditions

appropriate to a field emission,a true aurfaoe state 1B replaced by

a virtual state, which Is shifted towards lower energy and is broadened by :

a suiiî i.-.tl;- ?=all fraction of 1 eV so that this effect can be neglected.

For the considered case of the "opposite" eleotrio field, however, true

aurfaoe states can still exist and their shift towards higher energies can

be quite significant.

V. FIHAL REMARKS

Ve should like to mention also an interesting possibility whioh arises

when field Ion microscopy is considered. When no external field is applied,

the usual requirement on the eleotron energy is E < Tfl (in order to

preserve the finite nature of the wave funotlon in the vacuum region) .

But the situation is completely different when the potential in the

vaouuum has the form (lb). If E > V , then zQ will take negative

values but the wave function ( 8 ) still remains finite, and so the

-6- .



solutions of (17) will s t i l l have physical meaning, I .e. they will correspond

to the energies of surface states. But this means that in a strong electrio

field an additional surface level can exist with an energy much higher than

that of the "normal" surfaoe state. For example for V̂  - 4 eV , a - 3 A ,

p » 5 and T - IV/lA , the energy of "normal11 Burfaoe state i s 1.83 eV ,

while an additional state will have energy of about 6 eV . If, acoording to

the assumption of Ernst and Blooh, electrons of the image gas oan tunnel

into surfaoe states, then these additional surfaoe levels can play an

important role in suoh a prooess. This problem, however, needs a detailed

and careful study, and the results will be reported later.
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K Plot of the energies of surfaoe states with (solid line)

and without (dotted line) applied field versus V ,
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